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Purpose: Epidermal growth factor receptor-targeted monoclonal antibodies are active as 

monotherapy beyond second-line treatment. Skin toxicities (STs) are common during treatment, 

and a positive association between ST severity and patient outcome has been reported. This 

study collected information on panitumumab monotherapy use in patients with KRAS exon 2 

wild-type metastatic colorectal cancer in clinical practice.

Methods: This open-label, prospective, observational, noninterventional study included adult 

patients who had failed prior chemotherapy with 5-fluorouracil, oxaliplatin, and irinotecan. 

Patients received panitumumab monotherapy (6 mg/kg every 2 weeks) for #18 cycles. 

Effectiveness was assessed as disease control rate (DCR), tumor response, and freedom from 

progression. The incidence of ST and other adverse drug reactions (ADRs) was recorded, as 

were Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group performance status (ECOG PS) and quality of life. 

The KRAS analysis process was also evaluated.

Findings: The full analysis set included 632 patients (64.6% male; mean age, 62.3 years), 

who completed a mean of 9.6 panitumumab cycles. ST, mainly grade 1/2, occurred in 84.3% 

of patients, 82.7% of whom required treatment. Nonskin ADRs occurred in 3.5% of patients. 

By the end of treatment, the DCR was 58.9% overall, and was 53.8% and 62.7%, respectively 

in patients with ST grade 0/1 and grade 2/3. Significant associations were observed between 

maximum ST grade and best response (P=0.0009), DCR (P=0.0046), tumor response (P=0.0002), 

and freedom from progression (P=0.0084). At the end of the study, 67.4% of the patients had 

an ECOG PS of 0/1. Quality of life was rated as “very good” or “good” in 70.3% of patients. 

Mean time to obtain KRAS results was 18.2 days; satisfaction with different aspects of KRAS 

testing was “very good” or “good” in 80%–97% of patients.

Conclusion: Panitumumab monotherapy showed adequate effectiveness and safety in patients 

with heavily pretreated KRAS exon 2 wild-type metastatic colorectal cancer. The most common 

ADR was grade 1/2 ST.

Keywords: observational study, panitumumab, metastatic colorectal cancer, skin toxicity, KRAS

Introduction
Despite improvements in the diagnosis and treatment of metastatic colorectal cancer 

(mCRC), it remains the second leading cause of cancer-related death in the European 

Union, with 215,000 deaths occurring in 2012.1 Treatment for mCRC is generally based 

on combinations of chemotherapy (5-fluorouracil, oxaliplatin, and irinotecan) and tar-

geted drugs (panitumumab, cetuximab, bevacizumab, aflibercept, and regorafenib).2–4 
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In patients who have progressed after second-line therapy, 

however, appropriate treatment options are less clear. While 

chemotherapy may still be an option for some patients, 

panitumumab and cetuximab, two monoclonal antibodies 

(mAbs) targeted against the epidermal growth factor receptor 

(EGFR), have demonstrated activity as monotherapy beyond 

the second line of treatment.5

Panitumumab is a fully human mAb, of the immuno-

globulin class (IgG2Κ), which binds specifically to the 

human EGFR, and was the first fully human anti-EGFR 

mAb approved by the European Medicines Agency for the 

treatment of mCRC.6–8 Panitumumab blocks EGFR signaling 

in tumor cells by forming receptor dimers, through which 

autophosphorylation of the EGFR by intracellular tyrosine 

kinase is inhibited.9

During the development of the EGFR-targeted mAbs, it 

soon became apparent that these agents were not effective 

in patients whose tumors harbored mutations in the KRAS 

gene. KRAS mutations, particularly in exon 2, were identi-

fied as a predictive marker of resistance in patients with 

mCRC,10–13 and practice guidelines issued by the European 

Society for Medical Oncology stressed that EGFR-targeted 

mAbs should not be used in patients with tumors harboring 

such mutations.14 More recently, activating mutations in other 

regions of KRAS, as well as in the closely related NRAS gene, 

were found to be associated with lack of response to EGFR-

targeted mAbs.15–21 As a result, the product labeling for 

panitumumab and cetuximab now states that the mutational 

status of KRAS and NRAS (exons 2–4) should be determined 

by an experienced laboratory, using validated test methods, 

ahead of treatment initiation.8,22

Skin toxicities (STs), a pharmacological effect related to 

the mechanism of action of EGFR-targeted agents, appear 

in most patients treated with panitumumab. Clinical trial 

data have shown that most skin events are mild to moder-

ate in severity, with a median time to the first symptom of 

approximately 10 days, and a median time to resolution of 

approximately 28 days after the last panitumumab dose.8

Furthermore, some panitumumab studies have demon-

strated a positive association between the severity of STs and 

patient outcomes in mCRC.23–25 STs should not, therefore, be 

considered a contraindication for the use of therapy.

The present large, multicenter, prospective, noninterven-

tional study assessed the use of Vectibix® (panitumumab) 

monotherapy in patients with recurrent or progressive colorec-

tal cancer (VECTIS) in routine clinical practice in central and 

eastern European (CEE) countries. This study was designed 

to collect information on panitumumab monotherapy, when 

used in accordance with the European Summary of medicinal 

Product Characteristics, in daily clinical practice in patients 

with KRAS wild-type (WT) mCRC. The study was also 

designed to collect data specifically related to the occurrence 

of STs and their management in clinical practice, as well as 

to evaluate practical aspects associated with obtaining tumor 

samples and the assessment of KRAS status.

Patients and methods
study design and treatment
VECTIS was an international, open-label, prospective, 

observational, noninterventional study conducted between 

December 2008 and July 2013 in six CEE countries: Bulgaria, 

Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland, Slovakia, and Slovenia. 

Participating sites were selected on the basis of their estimated 

number of patients, their experience in noninterventional stud-

ies, the type of site, and their location (to ensure geographi-

cal spread within each participating country). All patients 

received monotherapy with panitumumab 6 mg/kg, once every 

2 weeks (Vectibix®, Amgen BV, Breda, the Netherlands), at 

the discretion of the investigator, and in accordance with the 

European Summary of medicinal Product Characteristics.8

The observation period for each patient started on the 1st 

day of the first monotherapy treatment cycle, and finished 

at the end of panitumumab therapy, or after a maximum 

of 18 therapy cycles of 2 weeks’ duration each (whichever 

occurred first). Thus, the maximum observation time was 

limited to 36 weeks.

Patients
Patients were adults ($18 years), with histologically or 

cytologically confirmed KRAS WT mCRC, who had failed 

prior chemotherapy with 5-fluorouracil, oxaliplatin, and 

irinotecan. At the time of inclusion, patients were required 

to have been receiving panitumumab for at least 4 weeks 

(corresponding to two cycles), to ensure that the decision to 

prescribe panitumumab was independent of the study. The 

initial 4 weeks of treatment were documented retrospectively 

upon inclusion in the study.

ethics
The study protocol was approved by the respective country 

ethical review boards (Bulgaria: Ethics Committee for Multi-

center Trials; Slovenia: Republic of Slovenia National Medi-

cal Ethics Committee NMEC; Slovakia: Ethics Committee of 

the Self- Governing Region Kosice; Czech Republic: no sub-

mission to ethical committee was necessary at the timepoint 

the study started; Poland: no submission to ethical committee 
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was necessary at the timepoint the study started; Hungary: 

Medical Research Council, Ethics Committee for Clinical 

Pharmacology). Written informed consent was gained from 

all patients in countries where such consent was required 

for noninterventional, observational studies. The Uniform 

Requirements for manuscripts submitted to biomedical 

journals (http://www.icmje.org/) were followed.

Outcome measures
The incidence and severity of STs (including, but not limited 

to, acneiform dermatitis, pruritus, erythema, rash, skin exfo-

liation, paronychia, dry skin, and skin fissures) were assessed 

according to Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse 

Events (CTCAE) Version 3.0. Response was assessed at 

the investigators’ discretion at each cycle, at the end of 

the study, and as best response over the study period. Best 

response was defined as the maximum response achieved over 

the study period, and assessed once every four cycles, from 

cycle 4 to 16. The disease control rate (DCR) was defined as 

the percentage of patients with a best response of a complete 

or partial response, or stable disease. Best response, disease 

control, tumor response, and freedom from progression (FFP) 

at the end of therapy were assessed in subgroups of patients 

according to age (,65 years, 65 to ,80 years, $80 years), 

Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group (ECOG) performance 

status, comorbidities, and number of previous chemotherapy 

courses, as well as by ST grade (maximum grade of any type 

of ST experienced by each patient).

Data on all adverse drug reactions occurring during 

panitumumab treatment were collected throughout the 

study. ECOG performance status and quality of life (rated 

by the investigator as very good, good, adequate, or bad) 

were assessed at the end of the study. The KRAS analysis 

process was also evaluated in terms of time to analysis result, 

analysis procedure and reporting, and investigators’ subjec-

tive satisfaction with the process of molecular pathological 

analysis and its logistics.

statistical analysis
As VECTIS was a noninterventional, observational study, 

no formal hypothesis testing was performed. Assuming a ST 

rate of 90%,8,26 a sample size of approximately 750 patients 

was considered adequate.

The full analysis set was defined as all patients who 

received at least two doses of panitumumab during the 

observation period. Descriptive statistics were calculated 

for the study data, and P-values generated using two-sided 

testing. In  general, no error adjustment for multiple testing 

was  conducted. Therefore, any P-values reported reflect 

the  comparison-related and not the test-related errors. 

Categorical data were analyzed by Fisher’s exact test or 

the χ ² test. Analyses of differences in quantitative or semi-

quantitative data were performed using the Wilcoxon test. 

Multivariate analysis of factors impacting on DCR, tumor 

response, and FFP were performed using stepwise logistic 

regression models. The presence of a nonzero correlation 

between best response and maximum ST grade was tested 

by the chi-square test for nonzero correlation in ordinal data. 

The Spearman correlation coefficient and the P-value derived 

from the chi-square test were summarized.

Results
Patients
Of the 651 patients included, 632 met eligibility criteria 

and were included in the full analysis set (Czech Republic, 

Table 1 Baseline characteristics

All patients (N=632)

age (years), mean ± sD 62.3±9.09
  ,65 years 358 (56.6)

  65 to ,80 years 266 (42.1)

  $80 years 8 (1.3)
sex (male) 408 (64.6)
eCOg performance status
  0/1 585 (92.6)

  2 47 (7.4)
Concomitant disease 324 (51.3)
  heart 152 (46.9)

  liver 32 (9.9)

  allergy 25 (7.7)

  lung 24 (7.4)

  neurological 18 (5.6)

  Renal 11 (3.4)
 Other 185 (57.1)
Prior surgery (yes) 584 (92.4)
Prior chemotherapy (yes) 631 (99.8)
number of prior chemotherapy regimens
  1 9 (1.4)

  2 264 (41.8)

  3 202 (32.0)

  4 103 (16.3)

  5 38 (6.0)

  6 12 (1.9)

  7 3 (0.5)
Prior radiotherapy (yes) 145 (22.9)
Disease stage at baseline
  i–ii 129 (20.4)

  iii–iV 500 (79.1)
 Unknown 3 (0.5)

Note: Data are presented as n (%) unless otherwise specified.
Abbreviations: eCOg, eastern Cooperative Oncology group; sD, standard 
deviation.
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n=357; Poland, n=148; Hungary, n=108; Slovenia, n=8; 

Bulgaria, n=7; Slovakia, n=4). Baseline characteristics for 

the full analysis set are shown in Table 1. Most patients 

were male (n=408; 64.6%), and overall, the mean age was 

62.3 years; 358 (56.6%) patients were ,65 years old. Almost 

all patients (n=585; 92.6%) had an ECOG performance  status 

of 0 or 1, and approximately half of the patients (n=324; 

51.3%) had concomitant diseases (most frequently, heart 

disease [n=152; 46.9%]). Overall, 584 (92.4%), 631 (99.8%), 

and 145 (22.9%) patients had received prior surgery, chemo-

therapy, or radiotherapy for mCRC, respectively. The mean 

(standard deviation [SD]) number of prior chemotherapy 

regimens received was 2.9 (1.06), with a median of 3.0 

(range: 0–7). Thirty-three patients (5.2%) had not received 

all three specified prior chemotherapy agents; findings from 

safety and effectiveness sensitivity analyses that excluded 

these 33 patients were not significantly different than the 

findings for the full analysis set (data not shown).

Treatment exposure
Of the 632 patients in the full analysis set, 570 (90.2%) com-

pleted scheduled panitumumab treatment (Figure 1). The mean 

(SD) number of observed study treatment cycles administered 

was 9.6 (4.98). Overall, 110 (17.4%) patients completed .15 

cycles, 159 (25.2%) completed 11–15 cycles, 195 (30.9%) 

completed 6–10 cycles, and 168 (26.6%) completed five or 

fewer cycles. Mean panitumumab dosage per patient was 5.9 

(0.4) mg/kg. In 59 (9.3%) patients, panitumumab treatment 

was ongoing when 18 cycles was reached. The most common 

reasons for discontinuation were a change of treatment (n=13; 

2.1%), or reasons summarized as “other” (n=25; 4.0%).

During the study, 62 (9.8%) patients received additional 

treatment for colorectal cancer. Additionally, 204 (32.3%) 

patients received magnesium substitution, and 51 (8.1%) 

patients received calcium substitution.

safety
During the study, 533 (84.3%) patients reported a total of 

782 ST events (Table 2); the incidence rate was 3.3 events 

per year (95% confidence interval: 3.10–3.58). Rash (acne/

acneiform) was the most commonly observed ST occur-

ring in 73.7% of patients overall. ST was grade 1/2 for 488 

(77.2%) patients, and grade 3 for 45 (7.1%) patients (inci-

dence rate (IR) =0.21; 95% confidence interval: 0.15–0.28). 

No patients experienced a ST of grade $4  during the 

study. The overall mean (SD) time to first ST was 17.3 

(22.2) days. At the end of follow-up, 44.5% of recorded 

ST events had not resolved, 29.2% had resolved, 2.0% 

had resolved with sequelae, and 24.2% were ongoing but  

improving.

Therapeutic measures for ST were required by 441 

patients (82.7% of patients with STs). Of these, topical treat-

ments for skin events were received by 435 (81.6%) patients, 

the most common being moisturizing creams and lotions 

(n=317; 59.5%), antibiotics (n=187; 35.1%), urea cream/

lotion (n=156; 29.3%), and corticosteroids (n=126; 23.6%). 

Systemic treatment was required by 139 (26.1%) patients, 

and comprised antibiotics (n=90 [16.9%]), antihistamines 

(n=70 [13.1%]), and corticosteroids (n=13 [2.4%]). Topical 

treatment for nail events was required by 33 (6.2%) patients, 

the most common being antiseptic measures (n=22; 4.1%), 

silver nitrate/antibiotics (n=14; 2.6%), and hydrocolloid com-

pounds (n=8; 1.5%).

Non-STs were reported by 22 (3.5%) patients (Table 3). 

During the study, 9 (1.4%) patients died, but no deaths were 

attributed to panitumumab monotherapy. Dose reductions 

were required by 77 (12.2%) patients, most commonly for 

Screened: n=651

Enrolled: n=637

Did not meet inclusion/
exclusion criteria: n=14

<2 panitumumab
doses: n=5

Discontinued: n=62
Change of treatment: n=13
Death: n=9
Patient request: n=10
Adverse event/toxicity: n=5
Other: n=25

Full analysis set: n=632

Completed treatment: n=570

Figure 1 Patient disposition.

Table 2 The most frequent types of sT adverse drug reactions 
occurring during the study 

All patients (N=632)

Grade 0 Grade 1 Grade 2 Grade 3

any sTa 99 (15.7) 174 (27.5) 314 (49.7) 45 (7.1)
adverse drug reactionb

 Rash: acne/acneiform – 146 (23.1) 282 (44.6) 38 (6.0)
 Dry skin – 12 (1.9) 18 (2.8) 1 (0.2)
 Rash/desquamation – 10 (1.6) 13 (2.1) 3 (0.5)
 nail changes – 4 (0.6) 12 (1.9) 1 (0.2)

Notes: Data are presented as n (%). aeach patient is counted only once with the 
maximum grade of skin toxicity (ST) across all cycles. Absence of ST is classified as 
grade 0; baccording to Common Terminology Criteria for adverse events Version 3.0.
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STs. Five (0.8%) patients discontinued panitumumab as a 

result of an adverse drug reaction or ST.

effectiveness
At the end of treatment, the overall DCR was 58.9% (n=372; 

Table 4). A trend toward better outcome was observed with 

higher ST grade (Table 4). The correlations between DCR, 

tumor response, FFP, and maximum ST grade are also 

shown in Table 4. Overall, significant associations were 

observed between ST grade and DCR (P=0.0046), tumor 

response (0.0002), best response (P=0.0009), and FFP 

(P=0.0084). The observed correlations between ST grade 

and DCR, tumor response, best response, and FFP, were, 

however, very low (Rho values: -0.11, -0.15, -0.14, and 

0.11, respectively).

In patients with a ST grade of 0/1, the DCR at the end 

of therapy was 53.8% (n=147/273) compared with 62.7% 

(n=225/359) in patients with a ST grade of 2/3. A ST grade 

of 2/3 vs 0/1 was also associated with improved tumor 

response (P=0.0001) and FFP (P=0.0178). In addition, 

patients with fewer prior chemotherapy regimens (#3 vs 

.3) showed a nonsignificant trend toward improved tumor 

response (P=0.0745) and FFP (P=0.0570). Presence of 

concomitant diseases showed a nonsignificant trend toward 

lower FFP (P=0.0507). Age, ECOG performance status 

before start of treatment, disease stage at initial diagnosis, 

and chemotherapy pretreatment line factors had no signifi-

cant influence on DCR, tumor response, or FFP at the end 

of the therapy.

eCOg performance status  
and quality of life
Overall, at the end of the study most patients had an ECOG 

performance status of 0 or 1 (n=426; 67.4%). A further 

153 (24.2%) patients had an ECOG status of 2, 45 (7.1%) 

had an ECOG status of 3, and 5 (0.8%) had an ECOG 

 performance status of 4.

Further, investigators most frequently rated their patient’s 

quality of life as “good” (n=271; 42.9%) or “very good” 

(n=173; 27.4%). Patient quality of life was rated as “adequate” 

(n=157; 24.8%) or “bad” (n=31; 4.9%) less frequently.

KRAS testing
For most patients (n=549; 86.9%), KRAS analysis was con-

ducted on the primary tumor block. In the remaining patients, 

analysis was performed on samples obtained through 

Table 3 The most frequent types of nonskin adverse drug reactions occurring during the study

All patients (N=632)

Overall Mild Moderate Severe

any adverse drug reaction other than sT 22 (3.5) 8 (1.3) 10 (1.6) 4 (0.6)
adverse drug reactiona

 allergic reaction/hypersensitivity (including drug fever) 4 (0.6) 0 4 (0.6) 0
 Diarrhea 4 (0.6) 2 (0.3) 2 (0.3) 0
 Fatigue (asthenia, lethargy, malaise) 2 (0.3) 1 (0.2) 1 (0.2) 0
 hypomagnesemia 2 (0.3) 1 (0.2) 0 1 (0.2)

Notes: Data are presented as n (%). aaccording to Common Terminology Criteria for adverse events Version 3.0. Patients could report more than one adverse event.
Abbreviation: sT, skin toxicity.

Table 4 Treatment response at the end of therapy overall and by severity of sT

Maximum grade of STa

Overall 
(N=632)

Grade 0 
(n=99)

Grade 1 
(n=174)

Grade 2 
(n=314)

Grade 3 
(n=45)

Spearman correlation 
coefficient

P-value

Best response –0.14 0.0009
 Complete response 6 (0.9) 0 2 (0.3) 3 (0.5) 1 (0.2)
 Partial response 60 (9.5) 2 (0.3) 9 (1.4) 45 (7.1) 4 (0.6)
 stable disease 306 (48.4) 44 (7.0) 90 (14.2) 147 (23.3) 25 (4.0)
 Progressive disease 248 (39.2) 47 (7.4) 71 (11.2) 117 (18.5) 13 (2.1)
 not assessable 12 (1.9) 6 (0.9) 2 (0.3) 2 (0.3) 2 (0.3)
Disease control rateb 372 (58.9) 46 (7.3) 101 (16.0) 195 (30.9) 30 (4.7) -0.11 0.0046

Tumor responsec 66 (10.4) 2 (0.3) 11 (1.7) 48 (7.6) 5 (0.8) -0.15 0.0002

Freedom from progressiond 115 (18.2) 13 (2.1) 24 (3.8) 66 (10.4) 12 (1.9) 0.11 0.0084

Notes: Data are presented as n (%) unless otherwise specified. aa patient with no recorded sT reactions during the observation period is considered to have grade 0; bdefined 
as complete response, partial response, or stable disease at end of therapy; cdefined as complete response or partial response at end of therapy; dat end of therapy.
Abbreviation: sT, skin toxicity.
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resection of metastases (n=49; 7.8%), biopsy of metastases 

(n=21; 3.3%), or another biopsy (n=13; 2.1%). Problems 

with obtaining a specimen for analysis were reported for two 

(0.3%) patients. Sequencing (n=343; 54.3%) was the most 

common method used to determine tumor KRAS status, fol-

lowed by the DxS test (n=200; 31.6%) and pyrosequencing 

(n=5; 0.8%). Other methods of analysis were used to deter-

mine KRAS status in 84 (13.3%) patients.

Overall, the mean (SD) time required to obtain KRAS 

results was 18.2 (10.53) days. Satisfaction with the speed 

of testing (n=511; 80.9%), organization of sample dispatch 

(n=591; 93.5%), clarity of final report (n=613; 97.0%), and 

cooperation with the responsible institution (n=604; 95.6%) 

were mostly rated as “good” or “very good”.

Discussion
The VECTIS observational study was conducted to collect 

information on the use of panitumumab monotherapy when 

administered in accordance with the European Summary 

of medicinal Product Characteristics, in daily practice in 

patients with KRAS WT mCRC. The study was also designed 

to collect data specifically related to the occurrence of STs 

and their management in clinical practice.

Compared with the populations included in controlled 

Phase II and III studies of panitumumab monotherapy as 

third- or higher-line anticancer treatment,27–29 the popula-

tion of this clinical practice study was of a similar age and 

sex distribution. In VECTIS, more patients had an ECOG 

performance status of 1 or higher than either the Phase III 

study27 or the Japanese Phase II study,29 but proportions 

were similar to those reported in the US study.28 More 

patients in VECTIS were receiving the third- or higher line 

of mCRC treatment than in some of the other monotherapy 

studies.27,29

The results of VECTIS show that the use of panitu-

mumab monotherapy in heavily pretreated mCRC patients 

was associated with a similar effectiveness and safety profile 

to that which would be expected, based on published clini-

cal trial data in this setting.27–29 At the end of treatment, 1% 

of patients had a complete response (CR), whereas no CRs 

were observed in the other studies. A partial response (PR) 

was observed in 10% of patients in VECTIS, which is in line 

with the Phase II and III studies leading to the approval of 

panitumumab.27–29 In contrast, the recent Phase III ASPECCT 

trial reported a PR rate of 22% during panitumumab treat-

ment.30 However, more patients in VECTIS than in the com-

parable monotherapy studies had SD (48% in VECTIS vs 

27%–33% in the other studies).27–29 Importantly, it is known 

from  previous  studies that disease stabilization is a clinically 

relevant response in the chemotherapy-refractory-mCRC set-

ting.27,31,32 Overall, a tumor response (CR + PR) was observed 

in 10% of patients in VECTIS, and disease control (CR + PR 

+ SD) was observed in 59% of patients, compared with tumor 

response rates of 9%–14% (PR only), and DCRs of 37%–47% 

reported in the literature.27–29 The progressive disease rate was 

39% in VECTIS, compared with 40%–50% reported in the 

literature.28,29

The influence of patient age, ECOG performance 

status, comorbidities, prior treatment, and ST grade on 

outcomes during panitumumab treatment was also investi-

gated in the present study. Overall, there were associations 

between ST grade and DCR, tumor response, and FFP, 

although these correlations could not be confirmed in each 

individual participating country. A significant correlation 

between efficacy and maximum ST grade has previously 

been reported,23–25 but has yet to be validated, and should 

not be used as a surrogate clinical marker for response. 

Absence of concomitant disease and a lower number of 

prior chemotherapy regimens also appeared to be associ-

ated with improved tumor response and FFP, although the 

trends were not statistically significant. In contrast, age and 

ECOG performance status did not appear to influence the 

effectiveness of panitumumab treatment.

Mild to moderate ST is a common side effect of EGFR-

targeted agents.28 Among the patients treated in VECTIS, 

84% experienced ST overall, with 28% experiencing grade 

1 and 57% experiencing grade $2 events. No patients expe-

rienced grade 4/5 STs during the study. Of the patients with 

ST, 83% received a therapeutic measure for these events, 

with 82% receiving topical skin treatment, 6% receiving 

topical nail treatment, and 26% receiving systemic treat-

ment. In the present study, ST was generally manageable, 

with 29% of patients experiencing symptom resolution and 

24% showing symptom improvement by study end. In a study 

evaluating the benefits of preemptive vs reactive treatment of 

panitumumab-related STs (STEPP),33 29% of preemptively 

treated and 62% of reactively treated patients experienced 

grade $2 STs. In VECTIS, investigators were not asked 

specifically if they had provided ST treatment preemptively 

or reactively, but the incidence of STs and the proportion 

of patients needing systemic treatment suggest the latter. 

Prophylactically administering skin treatments parallel to 

panitumumab therapy may reduce the incidence of moderate 

to severe ST events.

Limitations of the present study include its open-label, 

uncontrolled, noninterventional study design (although such 
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designs are important for evaluating the use of  treatments 

in routine clinical practice), the small numbers of patients 

included from some countries, and the maximum of 

18 panitumumab treatment cycles. There are also important 

differences between routine clinical practice and interventional 

clinical trials. For example, the patient population in VECTIS 

was unselected and included all the patients who were eligible 

for panitumumab monotherapy, as per licensed indication. 

However, perhaps the most important limitation pertaining 

to our observational study design was the lack of centralized 

assessment of KRAS status and tumor response. Response 

was assessed by the investigators using the methods available 

at their centers, which may explain some of the differences 

seen between our study and the published Phase II and III 

trials. In addition, recent analyses show that RAS WT status, 

as determined in an expanded RAS analysis including KRAS 

and NRAS exons 2–4, better predicts those patients most likely 

to benefit from panitumumab therapy. Studies have found 

that approximately 10%–20% of KRAS exon 2 WT tumors 

harbor other clinically relevant RAS mutations.15–21 Therefore, 

it would be expected that data from VECTIS would have 

reflected the improved benefit/risk profile of panitumumab 

had the study population been limited to patients with RAS 

WT tumors. At the time the study was conducted, however, 

RAS testing was limited to exon 2 of KRAS.

Conclusion
Panitumumab showed an acceptable effectiveness and safety 

profile when used as monotherapy for patients with heavily 

pretreated KRAS WT mCRC. Treatment was generally well 

tolerated, with grade 1/2 ST being the most common adverse 

drug reaction reported; only 7% of patients experienced grade 

3 ST. The study outcomes represent a valuable contribution 

to existing knowledge of STs associated with panitumumab, 

the time taken to develop such toxicities, and the practical 

aspects of the KRAS analysis process.
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